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Abstract

Without a clear understanding of the hazards associated with the failure of CO2 pipelines, carbon capture and
storage (CCS) cannot be considered as a viable proposition for tackling the effects of global warming. Given that
CO2 is an asphyxiant at high concentrations, the development of reliable validated pipeline outflow and dispersion
models are central to addressing this challenge. This information is pivotal to quantifying all the hazard
consequences associated with the failure of CO2 transportation pipelines, which forms the basis for emergency
response planning and determining minimum safe distances to populated areas. This paper presents an overview of
the main findings of the recently completed CO2PipeHaz project [1] which focussed on the hazard assessment of
CO2 pipelines to be employed as an integral part of CCS. Funded by the European Commission FP7 Energy
programme, the project’s main objective was to address this fundamentally important issue.
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1. Introduction
Whilst the physics of high-pressure releases of substances such as natural gas and propane is relatively well
understood [2, 3], CO2 possesses some unusual physical properties which make its release behaviour more
challenging to predict. For example, CO2’s triple-point pressure and temperature are 5.18 bar and 216.55 K
respectively, and at atmospheric pressure CO2 exists in either a solid or gaseous state, with a sublimation
temperature of 194.25 K. This means there will be complex dynamics, involving multiple phase transitions, observed
when CO2 decompresses from an initial dense-phase state in the pipeline (i.e. as a supercritical or liquid fluid) into a
solid and gaseous state at atmospheric pressure. The work undertaken in the EC FP7 CO2PipeHaz project [1] has
been pivotal to improving the understanding of this complex behaviour in order to provide more accurate predictions
of the consequences associated with CO2 pipeline releases. Subsequently, this forms the basis for emergency
response planning and determining minimum safe distances to populated areas for operational pipelines.
The development of the state-of-the-art multi-phase heterogeneous discharge [4] and near- and far-field
dispersion models [5, 6] for predicting the correct fluid phase during the discharge and dispersion processes have
received special consideration given the very different hazard profiles of CO2 in the gas and solid states. Model
validations were based on small-scale controlled laboratory conditions [7], medium-scale experimental
investigations [8], and also large scale field tests performed using a specially designed, constructed, and fully
instrumented, 250 m long section of 0.23 m internal-diameter pipeline in China. The large-scale experiments
involved the full-bore rupture and puncture of the pipeline containing dense phase CO2 charged to a maximum
pressure of 80 bar, and the heterogeneous flow patterns in the ruptured pipe and the near-field dispersion region were
investigated in both the small- and medium-scale experiments. These experiments were modelled in order to obtain a
complete understanding of the discharge phenomena and gas-plume behaviour following a large-scale CO2 release,
thus providing the basis for calculating the minimum safe distances.
With respect to the pipeline outflow modelling [4], a homogeneous relaxation model (HRM) accounts for the
delay in vaporisation during the decompression process using an empirical relaxation equation for the mass fraction
of vapour phase, whilst assuming that the constituent phases are in mechanical equilibrium, i.e. that they move at the
same velocity. In this approach, conservation equations for the mass, momentum, energy and vapour quality are
solved, which requires an equation of state (EoS) to close the model. Accurate and efficient prediction of the
thermodynamic properties of CO2 through the implementation of such an EoS is key to successful modelling of
accidental releases from pressurised transportation pipelines. In addition to the development of a unique composite
equation of state describing the behaviour of the three phases of pure CO2 [9], work was undertaken to develop
advanced thermodynamic methods based upon SAFT (statistical associating fluid theory) modelling strategies [7].
For the near-field modelling, the calculations employed an adaptive finite-volume grid algorithm which used a
three-dimensional rectangular mesh to solve the density-weighted averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The model to
describe the fluid flow-field employed in this study was cast in an axisymmetric geometry for the validatory
calculations of jet releases. A full three-dimensional scheme was applied to crater release calculations although the
use of symmetry boundaries aided a reduction in computational expense. A full description of the equations solved is
reported elsewhere [5].
Far-field modelling of the dispersion of two-phase (gaseous and particulate) CO2 was undertaken using two
different commercial computational fluid dynamic (CFD) codes: FLACS [10]; and ANSYS-CFX [11]. In both
cases, the continuous gas-phase flow was simulated in the Eulerian reference frame, while a Lagrangian formulation
was used for the dispersed particulate phase. The source-term boundary condition for the far-field dispersion
modelling was constructed using predictions from the near-field dispersion model, which consisted of integrated
planar profiles of density, pressure, velocity, temperature, CO2 solid and gas concentration, turbulence kinetic energy
and its dissipation rate. In each case, a realistic terrain was used to simulate the impact of typical geographical
features on the flow dynamics.
This work has demonstrated that it is feasible to simulate industrially-relevant flows associated with CCS
operations, and the understanding gained in the execution of this project has been used for evaluating the adequacy
of control measures for CO2 pipelines, with best practice guidelines being developed. Further, a risk assessment
methodology has been developed and decision support tools validated. The usefulness of the technologies developed
were demonstrated in application to a test-case pipeline in a realistic-terrain scenario.
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Fig. 1. Pert diagram representation of the CO2PipeHaz project structure.

2. Project work packages
The CO2PipeHaz project structure can be schematically represented as Figure 1, and in what follows is a
description of each of the technical WP contributions and their interactions. Also discussed are their significant
outputs with respect to technological developments and demonstrations.
2.1. WP1 - Accidental discharge phenomena
2.1.1. WP1.1 - CO2 Composition and cost benefit analysis
The work undertaken in this package underpinned other project activities by examining likely CO2 composition
delivered to pipelines. Likely ranges for the composition of captured CO2, and factors affecting those ranges, were
identified for a number of CO2 capture technology options including post-combustion, pre-combustion and oxyfuel
[12]. Assessments of the requirements for CO2 purification, through minor component and impurity removal from
CO2 mixtures, in order to protect pipelines during transportation and the environment following accidental release
were carried out. In particular, heavy metals such as mercury and arsenic are highly hazardous, and must be removed
completely. Acidic gases such as SO2, HCl, NOx and H2S in the presence of water would lead to corrosion to the
pipe wall. On the other hand, small gaseous molecules such as H2, N2 and O2 would penetrate and damage the
pipeline material. Recommendations were made regarding acceptable CO2 compositions and required purification
methods. The costs for achieving higher CO2 purity were assessed on the basis of estimates for the reduced
performance such as operating costs and capture level, and also increased capital costs [13]. Further to this, a
suggested composition range for CO2 streams during pipeline transport was reported [14], based upon the cost
impact of the presence of such impurities, and is reproduced as Table 1.
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Table 1. Recommended impure CO2 composition
range from CO2PipeHaz Project.
Species
Part of total
composition
CO2

>95.5 %/vol

N2, O2, H2, Ar, CH4

4 %/vol maximum. No
individual >2 %/vol

H2O

≤50 p.p.m.

SOx

≤100 p.p.m.

NOx

≤100 p.p.m.

H2S

≤200 p.p.m.

CO

≤2000 p.p.m.

C2H6 - C4H10

≤0.5 %/vol

2.1.2. WP1.2 - Phase equilibrium and thermodynamic and transport properties
The efficacy of the outflow and dispersion models developed in WP1.3, WP1.4 and WP1.5, critically depends
upon the use of accurate and computationally efficient equations of state for providing the pertinent thermodynamic
and phase equilibrium properties. In this work package, new models were developed in order to accurately,
efficiently and vigorously predict the properties of pure CO2 and its mixtures with components of interest to CCS
transport. All thermodynamic models developed in this work were included in the Physical Properties Library
(PPL). The PPL is an evolving software package linkable by third parties which encapsulates theoretical and
engineering models capable of predicting the thermophysical properties of CO2 and its mixtures. Supported
properties include volumetric properties (density, compressibility), energy (enthalpy, entropy, heat capacity), free

Fig. 2. K-factor (y/x)/pressure diagram for CO2 – CH4 mixture. Experimental data (points) and calculations
from RK (
), SRK (
), PR (
), PR/G (
), SAFT
(
), and PC-SAFT (
). Top: predictions (kij = 0), bottom: correlations (kij≠ 0).
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energy and fugacity, in addition to derivative properties (speed of sound, Joule-Thompson coefficient) and transport
properties (viscosity, diffusivity, conductivity). The latest version can predict the thermodynamic and transport
properties of CO2 using a variety of EoS including simple cubic EoS (Redlich-Kwong (RK), Soave-Redlich-Kwong
(SRK) and Peng-Robinson (PR) [15]), specialized EoS such as GERG [16] and Yokozeki [17], and advanced EoS
such as SAFT, PC-SAFT and tPC-PSAFT. The aim of work undertaken was hence the development of a ‘platform’
capable of predicting physical and thermodynamic properties of pure CO2 and its mixtures which can be used by all
partner models regardless of scope, type and capabilities (one dimensional homogenous models, near-field CFD,
far-field CFD, etc). The package is written in C++ and in order to link the PPL to partner computer codes, interfaces
in C++ and Fortran have been developed.
SAFT and PC-SAFT (perturbed chain-SAFT) equations of state have been applied within the PPL to predict
thermodynamic properties of pure CO2 and other gases of interest to CO2 transportation via pipelines. Calculations
have been performed over a wide range of temperature and pressure conditions, and both phase equilibrium and
single phase thermodynamic properties were considered, including vapour pressure, liquid density, heat capacities
and speed of sound. Representative results for the K-factors (ratio of mole fraction in the vapour phase to the mole
fraction in the liquid phase) of a CO2/CH4 mixture are shown in Figure 2. In addition, new viscosity models for CO2
have been investigated and incorporated into the equations of state, and predictions are in very good agreement with
experiments at low and high pressures. Further information regarding the implementation of SAFT and PC-SAFT
can be found in Diamantonis and Economou [18] and Diamantonis, et al. [19]
2.1.3. WP1.3 - Multi-phase heterogeneous discharge model and emergency isolation
The rupture or puncture of a CO2 pipeline results in an expansion wave that propagates away from the release
plane towards its intact end with the speed of sound. This wave imparts a drop in pressure which in turn results in a
series of expansion waves which propagate into the disturbed fluid. These waves result in the acceleration of the
fluid particles in the opposite direction, and hence outflow. The development of a rigorous outflow model therefore
requires the precise tracking of these expansion waves and their propagation as a function of time and distance along
the pipeline. This involves detailed consideration of several competing and often interacting factors including heat
and mass transfer, unsteady fluid flow and thermodynamics. The fact that the speed of sound is markedly affected by
the state of the fluid means that the model must also incorporate an accurate equation of state. Due consideration
must also be given to the effects of friction which is both flow and phase dependent. More specifically, in the case of
CO2 pipelines, the widely different densities of gas, liquid and solid during the highly transient flows will very likely
lead to phase slip and hence non-equilibrium or heterogeneous flow. As mentioned previously, this will directly
impact the physical state of the escaping fluid and hence its hazard profile including its dispersion characteristics and
erosion behaviour. In this WP, development of a model for outflow from a CO2 pipeline following pipeline failure
was undertaken, and validated against the small-scale experimental data obtained in WP2.1. The model was then
extended to simulate the impact of emergency valve closure on mitigating pipeline failure by limiting outflow.
Firstly, a homogeneous relaxation model for simulating outflow following the rupture of dense phase CO2
pipelines undergoing a phase change during decompression was constructed. The pertinent CO2 thermodynamic and
phase behaviour data were obtained using a cubic equation of state in the first instance, but given the importance of
accurate predictions of the thermodynamic properties, a highly accurate thermodynamic model based on the PCSAFT equation of state, described in section 2.1.2, was also employed. Non-equilibrium vapourisation was
accounted for through the addition of a thermodynamic relaxation equation for the vapour evolution to the
conservation equations for the mass, momentum, energy and vapour quality followed by their numerical solution.
Further details of this equation set and its solution can be found in Brown and Martynov [4].
The flow model’s robustness was first successfully demonstrated by analysing the transient in-pipe fluid flow
profiles using hypothetical shock tube tests for both liquid and two-phase CO2. The data showed the marked
reduction in the vapourisation rate, and hence a greater propagation speed of the rarefaction wave with increase in
the relaxation time. Given that the former dictates the ductile fracture propagation length, over-estimating the pipe
wall thickness may be required in order to arrest fracture which would lead to higher costs.
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Table 2. Discharge properties predicted using various equations of state in comparison with
experimental observation.
Pressure Drop
from
Reservoir /
bar

Temperature
/K

Liquid
Phase
Fraction

1047.11

1.64

253.80

1

0.66

922.10

1.28

253.97

1

0.67

1022.85

1.31

254.21

1

0.80 (±0.08)

-

-

265.00

-

Equation
of State

Flow Rate /

PR

0.76

SRK
PC-SAFT
Experiment

kg s

-1

Density /
-3

kg m

The comparison of the model predictions with the data obtained from the full bore rupture experiment performed
by INERIS as part of WP2.1, produced reasonable agreement [4]. Within the ranges tested, it was found that delayed
phase transition has negligible impact on the pipeline depressurisation rate. A similar level of agreement was
obtained when the model was also applied to steady state vessel releases. Similar comparisons of the model
predictions were made for the experiments involving punctures, and sample results are presented alongside
experimental observations in Table 2. This particular release was a 6 mm puncture with a reservoir pressure of 28.4
bar. In this case, the agreement up to approximately 1 s was reasonable, but following this, the decompression rate
predicted and the resultant temperature drop was shown to overestimate that observed experimentally. This
behaviour is likely due to the assumption of equal velocities between the liquid and vapour phases. While this
assumption is found to be valid for full bore rupture, during pipeline punctures observations have shown that phase
stratification occurs, in which case phase slip cannot be ignored.
Output from the release model was ultimately used in a hypothetical pipeline release test-case using realistic
terrain, which is reported by Woolley, et al. [20]. This case considered a full-bore guillotine rupture at 84 km from
the feed end of a 0.9144 m (36 inch) internal diameter, 217 km pipeline, transporting pure CO2 at 150 bar and 283 K.
Along the pipeline length there were assumed to be two emergency shutdown valves placed at 23 km and 127 km
from the feed end of the pipeline respectively, which were activated at 800 s following the failure at a rate of 2.56
cm s-1. Furthermore, the simplifying assumption was made that prior to the release the CO2 fluid was stagnant in the
pipeline. In simulations the closed-end boundary conditions were applied at both ends of the pipeline. It should be
noted that the due to the length of the pipeline and the closure time of the valves used, the interaction of the flow
with boundary conditions was expected to be minimal. Two sets of outflow calculations were performed using the
PR equation of state. The first case accounted for a realistic topography of the pipeline as shown in Figure 3, while
in the second case a horizontal pipeline indicating a flat terrain was modelled. Figure 3 also shows a comparative
plot of the depressurisation history, in terms of the pressure at the release point, for both the cases studied for the
upstream section of the pipeline. As can be seen, the resulting outflow predictions are relatively insensitive to the
differences in pipeline inclination. There are only minor differences in the release pressures predicted in the initial

Fig. 3. Elevation variation along pipeline route (left) and predicted release pressure from upstream section of ruptured pipe (right),
plotted against time for cases with and without inclination.
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stages, although these differences become more significant towards the end of the simulation. This lack of impact is
explained by the relatively small contribution of the hydrostatic head to the total pressure in the pipeline during the
initial period of its depressurisation.
2.1.4. WP1.4 - Near-field dispersion model
Predictions were based on the solutions of the density-weighted averaged forms of the transport equations for
mass, momentum, two conserved scalars (CO2 mass fraction and CO2 dense phase fraction), and total energy per
unit volume (internal energy plus kinetic energy). This model is capable of representing a fluid flow-field
comprising a mixture of CO2 (vapour/liquid/solid) and air. The equations employed in this study were cast in an
axisymmetric two-dimensional geometry for the purpose of validatory calculations of pipeline punctures and fullbore ruptures, and extended to three dimensions for the 'real-case' scenario release incorporating a crater geometry.
The equation set was closed via the prescription of the turbulence stress tensor and the implementation of the k H
turbulence model [21] where the Reynolds stresses are modelled using a Boussinesq approximation and a turbulence
eddy viscosity, represented as a function of the turbulence kinetic energy and its dissipation, which in turn leaves the
requirement for the additional solution of their respective transport equations.
Although the standard k-ε model has been extensively used for the prediction of incompressible flows, its
performance is well known to be poor in the prediction of their compressible counterparts. The model consistently
over-predicts turbulence levels and hence mixing due to compressible flows displaying an enhancement of
turbulence dissipation. A number of modifications to the k-ε model have been proposed by various authors, which
include corrections to the constants in the turbulence energy dissipation rate equation [22, 23], and to the dissipation
rate itself [24, 25]. Previous works by the present author [26, 27] have indicated that for flows typical of those being
studied here, the model proposed by Sarkar et al. [24] provides the most reliable predictions. This model specifies
the total dissipation as a function of a turbulent Mach number and was derived from the analysis of a direct
numerical simulation of the exact equations for the transport of the Reynolds stresses in compressible flows.
Observations made of shock-containing flows indicated that the important sink terms in the turbulence kinetic
energy budget generated by the shocks were a compressible turbulence dissipation rate, and to a lesser degree, the
pressure-dilatation term.
The adaptive mesh-refinement (AMR) strategy [28] employed an unstructured finite-volume grid algorithm
which requires an order of magnitude less memory, and hence provides an order of magnitude faster computation
times than a structured approach. Approximation of the diffusion and source terms was undertaken using central

Fig. 4. Demonstration of AMR grid mapped over axial velocity predictions in a sample axisymmetric CO2 jet calculation in the location of the
sonic triple point.
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differencing, and an HLL (Harten-Lax-Van Leer), second-order accurate variant of Godunov’s method applied with
respect to the convective and pressure fluxes. Figure 4 demonstrates the AMR technique as applied at the triple
point of a predicted shock in a typical CO2 jet release. Where there are steep gradients of variable magnitudes such
as at flow boundaries or discontinuities such as the Mach disc, the mesh is more refined than in areas such as the
free stream of the surrounding fluid. As noted, the model to describe the fluid flow-field was cast in an
axisymmetric geometry for the validatory calculations of jet releases, with a full three-dimensional scheme applied
to the crater calculations, although the use of symmetry boundaries aided a reduction in computational expense. A
full description of the equations solved, and the algorithm employed is reported elsewhere [5, 29].
The high Joule-Thompson coefficient observed in high-pressure CO2 expansions means that three phases may be
present at any one time, and the thermophysics of such a complex and non-ideal system must be represented if
accurate predictions are to be achieved. A composite equation of state has therefore been constructed. In this, the gas
phase is computed from the Peng-Robinson equation of state [15], and the liquid phase and saturation pressure are
calculated from tabulated data generated with the Span and Wagner [30] equation of state and the best available
source of thermodynamic data for CO2, the Design Institute for Physical Properties (DIPPRR) 801 database, access
to which can be gained through the Knovel library [31]. Figure 5 shows the near-field temperature structure of a
pure CO2 jet release calculated in axisymmetry, and resulting from the application of three different equation of state
approaches. The ideal equation of state predicts a width of the jet at the Mach shock 33% narrower than the PengRobinson equation of state, and 50% narrower than the composite equation of state. In the lower right panel of this
figure we compare the temperatures along the jet axis. The ideal approach (dotted line) predicts 55 K just before the
Mach shock, the Peng-Robinson (dashed line) 155 K and the composite (solid line) 168 K. Post-shock, when the
pressure in the jet is close to atmospheric, solid and gaseous CO2 coexist. In a homogeneous relaxation model, such
as the one presented here, a mixture of pure two-phase CO2 at atmospheric pressure must be on the saturation curve,
at what is defined as the sublimation temperature: 194.675 K for CO2 [32]. All three models predict 100% CO2 at
approximately atmospheric pressure in the core of the jet immediately after the Mach shock, allowing for an
excellent test - the core of the jet should be at the sublimation temperature. The ideal equation of state predicts a

Fig. 5. Temperature predictions in the near-field using the ideal equation of state
(upper left), the Peng-Robinson equation of state (upper right) and the composite
equation of state (lower left), and axial profiles obtained using the ideal (markers),
Peng-Robinson (lower solid curve) and composite (upper solid curve) models
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Table 3. Pipeline parameters of the 'typical' crater release.
Pipeline
Pipeline
Pipeline
Initial
Diameter / m Depth / m
Temperature / K
Pressure / Pa
0.914
1.0 (to top)
283.15
150x105

Break
Length / m
14.0

Exposed
Pipe / m
8.0

Table 4. Crater parameters of the 'typical' crater release.
Crater
Crater
Crater
Crater Angle
Length / m
Width / m
Depth / m
/ degrees
30.0

12.0

4.0

45.0

high core temperature around 247.5 K, whereas the Peng-Robinson and composite equations of state predict 185.3 K
and 193.9 K, respectively. The composite model is in excellent agreement with the sublimation temperature, the
slight difference due to the fact that the pressure immediately after the Mach shock is approximately 5% lower than
atmospheric. The low temperature predicted by the Peng-Robinson equation is a demonstration of how the modelpredicted saturation pressure diverges from the real saturation pressure going below the triple point.
The purpose of the development of a full three-dimensional model incorporating realistic thermophysics is the
study of cases representative of full-scale releases, including full-bore guillotine ruptures of high-pressure CO2
transport pipelines. This work forms part of a demonstration of a ‘whole-system’ capability, incorporating outputs
from a number of WPs. In-pipe modelling, and hence pipe-outflow data generated in WP1.3, are passed to this WP
(WP1.4) as initial conditions for the near-field dispersion model, the output of which being passed to WP1.5 to
perform the far-field CO2 dispersion calculations. A crater geometry, typical of high-pressure pipeline rupture, has
been chosen based upon observation of data and theory presented in the literature [33]. The general shape of the
crater at ground level is elliptical, and further parameters detailing the pipeline conditions and crater shape are given
in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. This geometry has been incorporated into a three-dimensional model, and Figure 6
shows an example of such a set-up. Figure 6(a) depicts a cut along the centreline on the y-axis, which lies along the
centre of the release pipe at x=0. The z dimension represents the crater depth, and symmetry boundaries are located
at x=0 and y=15 m. Figure 6(b) is looking down on to the crater top. The axisymmetric left boundary at x=0 can be
seen to bisect the pipe. As previously mentioned, the uppermost boundary at y=15 m is also axisymmetric, and
represents the companion jet release in a symmetrical full-bore scenario. Figure 7 shows sample predictions of a
typical release obtained from the application of this crater geometry, with initial conditions (pressure, temperature,
density, velocity and phase composition) provided by the pipe outflow model. Depicted are dense-phase CO2 mass
fraction, and total velocity predictions, and the features of such a highly under-expanded jet can be seen, including
the formation of a Mach disc, and the acceleration of the flow to supersonic velocities.

Fig. 6. Sample three-dimensional geometry of a typical full-bore guillotine rupture into an elliptic
crater. (a) View at x=0 depicting the crater length, and (b) view at z=0 depicting the crater plan.
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Fig. 7. Sample three-dimensional model predictions of a typical full-bore guillotine rupture into a crater.
Dense-phase CO2 predictions (a) and total velocity (b).

Predictions derived from this model were then used as source terms for far-field dispersion calculations
undertaken in WP1.5. Further details regarding the source modelling, and results obtained from these calculations
can be found Section 2.0.5.
2.1.5. WP1.5 Far-field dispersion model
The chief objective of WP1.5 was the modelling of far-field dispersion of carbon dioxide resulting from
accidental pipeline releases, including the importance of terrain and the wind-field on the dispersion behaviour. This
was undertaken using two different commercial computational fluid dynamic codes: FLACS [10]; and ANSYS-CFX
[11]. In both cases, the continuous gas-phase was solved in the Eulerian reference frame, whilst a Lagrangian
formulation was used for the dispersed particle phase. When dealing with poly-dispersed turbulent two-phase flows,
the Lagrangian reference frame appears to be the natural choice for treating the dispersed phase, in which individual
particles or representative numerical particles, are tracked and their characteristics are evaluated as they move
through the turbulent flow field. Moreover, this approach is well adapted for modelling particle interactions with
obstacles and particle deposition [34], which are processes that need to be accounted for in the systems studied here.
Considered in the modelling are non-compressible, non-reacting fluid-particle flows without collisions between
particles. The physical phenomena of interest are the dispersion, vaporization, and deposition of particles and the
coupling between the continuous phase and the dispersed phase. Further information regarding the equations
employed and the solution methods applied can be found in [11] and [35]
Both far-field models employed the same source boundary conditions, where the CO2 jet conditions at the inlet
plane were taken from the near-field dispersion model outputs, as described in section 2.1.4, which consisted of
integrated planar profiles of velocity, temperature, CO2 solid and vapour concentration, turbulence kinetic energy
and its dissipation rate. The size of the CO2 particles produced by dense-phase CO2 releases is uncertain, and it
cannot be measured reliably in large-scale releases. However, previous work has shown that homogeneous
equilibrium (HE) dispersion models provide reasonably good predictions of temperatures and concentrations in
dense-phase CO2 jets produced by orifices up to 50 mm in diameter [36, 37]. These HE models assume that the
particles have the same temperature and velocity as the surrounding gas phase, which implies that the particles must
be very small. Analysis of CO2 particle sizes by Hulsbosch-Dam, et al. [38] has also suggested that their initial
diameter once the jet has expanded to atmospheric pressure should be in the range 1 – 20 μm. In the current CFX
simulations, the CO2 particles are assigned an initial uniform diameter of 20 μm, whereas a log-normal or uniform
diameter distribution is used in FLACS with different initial diameter sizes.
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Fig. 8. Volume fraction of CO2 predicted by FLACS and CFX models in the small-scale experiments of INERIS
(Test 2 in WP2.1) (top), and temperature predictions of the industrial-scale experiments of DUT (WP2.1)
(bottom).

Validation of the far-field models was first undertaken against data obtained from the experimental investigations
reported in Section 2.1. Figure 8 depicts sample results obtained from application of both CFX and FLACS to both
medium- and large-scale releases in terms of CO2 volume fraction and temperature predictions, along their
centreline. LS1 and LS2 in Figure 8 correspond to two different turbulent length-scales, both adopted as source in
the FLACS simulations, and LS2 being used in the CFX simulation, and a good level of agreement can be seen
between experimentation and predictions.
In order to demonstrate the model capabilities for a realistic accident scenario, the hypothetical pipeline release in
‘realistic’ terrain geometry was considered. The digital terrain data obtained from the Ordnance Survey was
successfully imported into FLACS and CFX, and following wind build-up simulations in FLACS and CFX, the data
resulting from the near-field predictions in WP1.4 was integrated as a source in the current far-field models. The
length and width of the domain size in each case is 10 km and 5 km respectively. The FLACS domain extended to a
height of approximately 1 km, whilst a lesser height was used in CFX, which varied from 260 m to 610 m
depending upon the location. The computational grids used in the two codes were very different as FLACS
employed a multi-block Cartesian mesh with 2.7 million grid points, whilst CFX used an unstructured grid of 3.2
million nodes that was composed of mainly tetrahedral cells, with prism-shaped cells along the solid boundaries. A
steady-state solver was used for the CFX simulations, and the default transient flow solver was used in FLACS.
The predicted CO2 jet in the vicinity of the crater is shown in Figure 9 for the FLACS and CFX models. Owing to
the smaller particle-size used in the CFX simulations, it was found that all of the particles sublimated within the
airborne jet. In contrast, the larger initial particle-size prescribed in the FLACS simulations resulted in some solidCO2 mass raining-out on to the terrain. Towards the end of the FLACS simulation, it was recorded that
approximately 20% of the total mass discharged, at around 550 tonnes, had rained-out on the ground. This result
suggests that banks of solid CO2 might be formed in CO2 pipeline releases if particles with diameters of the order
300 μm or larger are produced in the jet leaving the crater.
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Fig. 9. Predicted CO2 volumetric concentrations in the vicinity of the crater obtained using FLACS (left)
and cloud height at 1 % concentration obtained using CFX (right).

Figure 10 shows the steady-state cloud predicted by the CFX code in terms of CO2 concentration as a function of
distance from the release source at 1 m above ground level. At low concentrations of 1% or 2%, CO2 is considered
not harmful but these concentrations may correlate to the extent of the visible cloud due to condensed water vapour
(i.e. mist). A concentration of 4% v/v CO2 corresponds to the immediately dangerous to life and health (IDLH)
value recommended by [39]. The CFX results show that even with a wind speed of 5 m s-1, the presence of the
terrain has a large effect on the dispersion of the CO2 cloud, and rather than being blown downwind, the cloud
spreads mostly in the lateral directions, up and down the valley.

Fig. 10. CO2 concentration predictions at 1 m above ground level as a function of distance from the release
source in realistic terrain.

Figure 11 depicts results obtained from FLACS at the end of the simulation, which corresponds to a physical time
of 538 s. Shown are predictions of CO2 volume fraction, temperature, bulk mean velocity and density, above ground
level.
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Fig. 11. Predictions of CO2 volume fraction (v/v), temperature (°C), bulk mean velocity (m s-1), and density (kg
m3), at ground level.

2.2. WP2 - Experimental data and validation
In this WP, experimental means were developed to investigate the thermophysical properties of CO2-impurities
mixtures, to study the fluid flow pattern inside the pipe during a release, and to analyse the flow rate and structure of
the ensuing sonic jet in the near field. Significant effort was also devoted to the development of robust
instrumentation to aid in the challenging task of industrial-scale experimental measurements undertaken in WP2.2 It
was also possible to gain information for the dispersion behaviour of CO2 in the far field.
2.2.1. WP2.1 - Small scale experimental investigation
To determine the thermophysical properties of CO2-impurities mixtures, a small scale set-up was designed. It
consists of a small (0.001 m3) high pressure reservoir used as an adiabatic calorimeter (i.e. strongly insulated)
provided with an opening and with a discharge duct. The pressure and temperature inside is carefully metered and
the mass content is accurately controlled. The discharge duct can be thermally regulated and the heat losses and
temperature variations can be measured. A heating cord is wrapping around the reservoir below the insulation and
used whenever needed to control the initial conditions of the experiments. When the valve is open, the content of the
calorimeter discharges very slowly (quasi-homogeneous and reversible conditions) so that from the energy and mass
evolution, thermodynamic properties can be estimated while the pressure losses and temperature changes along the
discharge line give access to the viscosity and thermal conductivity. In particular CO2-air (0-3%v/v) and CO2-O2 (03%v/v) mixtures were investigated. Among the various measurements, the location of the vapor–liquid equilibrium
(VLE) could be found and recorded. Further detail regarding the experimental set-up can be found in Proust, et al.
[40].
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Fig. 12. Small scale setup to investigate the fluid flow pattern inside the pipe during experiments.

To study the fluid flow pattern inside the pipeline during a release, a 40 m long, 50 mm inner-diameter straight
pipe was built. The fluid pressure and the temperature could be measured every 6 m and a transparent section was
inserted half way along the pipe (Figure 12) to observe flow patterns. The orifice size could be varied from a small
puncture (6 mm) to a full bore rupture. CO2-N2 (0-3%v/v) mixtures were used, with initial temperatures between 293
K and 308 K, and initial pressure of 100 bar. Among other results it was demonstrated that, except in case of a full
bore rupture, the flow in the pipe is strongly stratified, with boiling liquid on the bottom and vapour on the top, and
that the flow rate and thermodynamic characteristics of the line exterior flow depend very strongly on this
stratification process.
The third experimental set-up aimed at analysing the characteristics of the near-field jet, mass flow rate, and
downstream dispersion behaviour. A highly insulated 2 m3, high-pressure vessel was used as a buffer reservoir with
a maximum working pressure and temperature of 200 bar, and 473K respectively. This was coupled with a short 6 m
release pipe located at the bottom of the vessel so that only liquid could flow out. The end of the pipe was equipped
with an orifice to vary the release rate between 6 mm and full bore of 50 mm. Temperatures and pressures in the
near field of the release were carefully measured in addition to the instantaneous mass flow rate by recording the
weight of the vessel during a release. Further information regarding the experimental rig and measurement technique
can be found in Jamois and Proust [8].
The undertaking of the above experimentation permitted both the preparation of the large scale experiments in
WP2.2 and provided the consortium with a set of unique data covering most of the spectrum of the project,
including: thermodynamic/transport properties of CO2-impurities mixtures (WP1.2), flow patterns inside the
pipeline during a release (WP1.3), mass flow rates and near field jet (global) structure in relationship with the fluid
flow pattern (WP1.4) and dispersion of CO2 in the far field (WP1.5).
2.2.2. WP2.2 - Industrial scale experimental investigation
The design and construction of the large scale experimental set-up in WP2.2 was the most technically challenging
aspect of the CO2PipeHaz project. Despite the delay in the start of the large scale experiments due to the
unprecedented weather conditions in China in summer 2011, the work package progressed in accordance with the
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Fig. 13. High speed CO2 jet following full bore rupture release test from an initial
pressure and temperature of 36 bar and 3 °C.

project description of work, meeting its objectives and deliverables. Figure 13 shows the high speed jet during the
full bore rupture test, 2 s after the initiation of the release.
The world’s first industrial scale CO2 pipeline (256 m long, 233 mm i.d. and 20 mm wall thickness) for
performing CO2 release experiments was constructed and fully instrumented. The set-up was used to perform tests
for the validation of theoretical models of CO2 outflow and dispersion. The detailed design and construction of the
experimental facilities are described elsewhere [41]. The test pipeline was equipped with a data acquisition system
for the synchronous recording of temperature and pressure signals at various locations on the pipe, and the release
tests were initiated using a specially-designed dual bursting-disk device.
Four CO2 fully-instrumented release experiments were performed including three orifice releases (50 mm orifice)
and one full bore rupture release (FBR). A large amount of data was recorded and analysed both within the pipeline
and in the dispersion area, and Figure 14 depicts CO2 concentration calculated from collected temperature data in
the near-field dispersion region of a 36 bar release.

Fig. 14. Calculated CO2 concentrations at different positions in the dispersion
area along the centre-line axis of the jet.
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2.3. WP3 - Decision support tools
Lead by the Health and Safety Laboratory in the UK, WP3 was focussed at reviewing design good practice for
CO2 pipelines and at developing a risk assessment methodology. Objectives included the embodiment of the
understanding and predictive capabilities developed into decision support tools, the assessment and improvement of
existing safety through the development of risk assessment methods and tools for CO2 pipeline application, and to
produce refined best-practice guidelines. Ultimately a test-case was planned to demonstrate the developed tools'
usefulness.
Initially, a review of dense gas dispersion models was undertaken that are able to account for the effects of
topography. Two types of dispersion models were identified as having the potential to be used in CO2 pipeline
quantitative risk analysis (QRA) studies, these being shallow layer and Lagrangian particle-tracking models. The
shallow-layer model, TWODEE-2, was used to generate 1 %, 10 % and 50 % fatality-risk contours for a series of
release points along a hypothetical, but representative, 1 km-long section of a CO2 pipeline. Individual and societal
risk values were calculated and represented geographically using HSL’s quantitative risk assessment tool QuickRisk
and dose contours extracted from TWODEE-2 outputs. The calculated risk values were compared to those generated
from an integral dispersion model. This comparison highlighted the effect that topography can have on dispersion
results and on the calculated individual and societal risk levels in the vicinity of CO2 pipelines. It was recommended
that, ideally, risk assessment of high-pressure CO2 pipelines use consequence assessment tools that are able to
account for the effect of topography in an appropriate manner. The use of integral models that ignore terrain may not
ensure that adequately realistic or conservative harm contours are used to calculate risk in areas of complex
topography. However, until suitable models become available that can take into account the effects of topography,
‘flat-earth’ integral models should continue to be used. CFD models are generally too slow to run to be used for
QRA purposes, but it may be necessary to use them in certain limited circumstances when the topography has a
significant effect on the risk assessment or to investigate the impact of specific terrain features. Further work is

Fig. 15. Cross-section through the jet in the ANSYS-CFX model, showing the vertical plane used to calculate the
source conditions for the TWODEE-2 model.
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needed to develop and validate shallow-layer dense gas dispersion codes suitable for application to high-pressure
CO2 pipelines.
While TWODEE-2 appears to be well-suited for this particular application, issues with the model have been
previously identified that mean that the model could not be recommended for use in practice. To illustrate this point,
it was shown that TWODEE-2 model predictions show significant differences compared to those generated from a
fully three-dimensional CFD dispersion model. On-going work at HSL is seeking to develop an alternative to
TWODEE-2. In the meantime, it is used here solely to demonstrate the principle of embedding a shallow-layer
model into a QRA. Currently, the way in which the source of CO2 is represented in dispersion models is uncertain,
due to the complex thermodynamic properties of CO2, the potential for releases to form solid CO2 particles, and the
complex flow behaviour within pipeline craters. Figure 15 depicts a cross-section through a predicted release
obtained using the ANSYS-CFX model, showing the vertical plane used to calculate the source conditions for the
TWODEE-2 model. There are however key knowledge gaps that need to be addressed. It should be acknowledged
that dispersion model predictions, particularly when including topography, may be sensitive to the way in which the
CO2 source is represented.
Subsequent to the review of existing dense-phase gas dispersion models, and the identification of knowledge
gaps, a risk assessment methodology based on the ARAMIS methodology for assessing CO2 pipelines safety was
undertaken. The accidental risk assessment methodology for industries (ARAMIS) was developed within the fifth
framework program of the European Commission, and aims at proposing a risk assessment methodology that takes
into account major accidents prevention measures in risk assessment of an industrial plant. The methodology of
ARAMIS was analysed step by step considering CO2 pipelines issues and then, knowledge gaps were filled in order
to propose a failure frequency coherent with CO2 pipelines accidental data and breach sizes also in accordance with
CO2 pipeline accident data. The use of the feedback available for CO2 pipelines was connected with the data
available for natural gas and hydrocarbons pipelines. The goal of this was first, to propose a methodology for
assessing CO2 pipelines which results from the ARAMIS concepts but which is adapted to the specificity of CO2
transport and then, to propose data to be used in the quantitative element of the methodology. Those data were then
used for probability estimation, while consequences modelling developed in other WPs of the project was used for
intensity and gravity estimation. Only land-transmission pipelines are of concern in the scope of this study, and
offshore pipelines are not studied. The consideration of sub-sea pipeline transmission is one which has not been
considered to date, and can be identified as a knowledge gap urgently requiring addressing.
Given the above findings, good practice guidelines were drafted [42] which cover decision support tools
including risk assessment for CO2 pipelines. These guidelines provide a road map identifying the most relevant
sources of guidelines including general guidelines for hazardous pipelines, existing guidelines for CO2 installations
and pipelines, and new knowledge produced by CO2PipeHaz. Additionally, a test case-study was undertaken which
provides an example of the use of the methodologies developed in WP3 for a test-case pipeline. Specifically, a QRA
incorporating integral modelling has been carried out and used to target the consideration of potential additional risk
reduction measures for a hypothetical pipeline. It was demonstrated that results can be used as an input to decision
support, by identifying the locations of the high risk segments of the pipeline. It was concluded by Wardman and
Wilday [43] that the CO2PipeHaz Good Practice Guidelines [42] should be used to identify and consider further risk
reduction for those parts of the pipeline identified as being of sufficiently high risk.
3. Conclusions
The development of methods and equations of state capable of predicting the phase equilibria, thermodynamic
and transport properties of CO2 and CO2 mixtures over the wide range of fluid conditions likely to be encountered
was undertaken WP1.2. A model for predicting the multi-phase heterogeneous flow of CO2 and CO2 mixtures within
and on leakage from pipelines using the models developed in WP1.2 was presented in WP1.3. This allows the
prediction of discharge rates and the fluid state during pipeline failure and depressurisation, and the investigation of
methods for mitigating against such losses.
The results of both small and large-scale experiments indicated the limitations of the homogeneous equilibrium
model in simulating outflow following dense phase CO2 pipeline rupture. This is primarily due to the presence of
phase-slip and delayed liquid/vapour phase transition during the rapid depressurisation process, both of which are
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not accounted for in the HEM. In the case of punctures, visual observation of the in-pipe flow profiles by INERIS
has indicated the prevalence of both phenomena. However, in the case of full bore rupture, only delayed phase
transition has been found to be prevalent. As part of WP2, a homogeneous relaxation model accounting for delayed
phase transition was developed, and in the case of pure CO2 the HRM was found to produce improved predictions of
the pipeline decompression and discharge rates as compared to the HEM.
Mathematical models capable of predicting the near-field structure of high pressure releases of supercritical and
multi-phase carbon dioxide, including models for the formation of liquid droplets and solid particles, subsequently
required in order to provide input into far-field dispersion models, and to allow assessments of the near-field impact
of CO2 releases, was undertaken in WP1.4. The complete model, developed using both established and novel
techniques, yielded excellent predictions of the characteristics of sonic CO2 jets, in comparisons with experimental
data generated in WP2.1. Additionally, the complete model was successfully applied to the prediction of the
industrial scale investigations undertaken by DUT in WP2.2, and to the 'realistic terrain' demonstration case. This
case shows that it is feasible to use complex three-dimensional CFD models to predict the dispersion of CO2 over
complex terrain. In practice, CFD models are unlikely to be used on a routine basis for risk assessment of CO2
pipelines, since the computer run times are of the order of days to weeks for just a single simulation. Instead,
integral or shallow-layer models are more likely to be used for routine calculations. However, this demonstration
case has shown that if a particularly complex scenario needs to be investigated, such as one where there are large
obstacles or significant terrain effects, then it is possible to examine these effects using CFD models.
In addition to the theoretical developments noted above, the unique small and large scale experimental facilities
developed for the validation and the provision of the relevant thermophysical data offer significant scope for
conducting further research on hazard assessment of CO2 pipelines enveloping a more diverse range of stream
impurities and wider ranges of operating temperatures and pressures than those considered during the course of the
CO2PipeHaz project. These facilities which are fully available for research exploitation included a novel
calorimetric technique constructed by INERIS for measuring CO2 transport properties and its mixtures. This
consisted of a 1 litre flow calorimeter linked to a calibrated and thermally regulated discharge line, which allows the
simultaneous measurements of the enthalpy, specific heat, density, viscosity and thermal conductivity of pure CO2
and CO2/impurities mixtures in a single flow experiment. A limited amount of data has been obtained to date, but
the potential of the technique has been established. A number of scientific questions were answered, including the
position of the vapour-liquid equilibrium lines and the dissolution process of CO2/impurities mixtures as the
pressure is reduced. Densities have been measured of the condensed phase revealing a decrease of the density of
CO2 while the amount of impurities increases. On the basis of presently available experimental evidence, no
discernible impact of the impurities on the CO2 transport properties was observed.
The fully instrumented 40 m pipe constructed by INERIS as part of WP2.1 for the first time allowed the direct
observation of the in-pipe flow patterns during pipeline rupture, including the detailed study of the near-field jet
structures. Additionally, the fully instrumented, temperature controlled, 250 m long pipeline constructed in China by
DUT is the longest CO2 test pipeline of its kind anywhere. This facility has allowed realistic pipeline rupture
experiments, minimising the uncertainties associated with scale-up of the data. The results of the above experiments
revealed some interesting features of CO2 releases. In particular, the discharge of solid CO2 particles formed in the
pipeline during its decompression was observed in the full-bore rupture release experiment. In the puncture release
tests the pressure measurements in the flow at various locations along the pipe length showed temporary
stabilization of pressure near the triple point (5.18 bar) during the latter stages of decompression. This phenomenon
was predicted by the outflow model developed in WP1.3, and is attributed to the liquid-vapour to solid-vapour phase
transition at the triple point of CO2, where the temperature reaches –56.8 °C.
The understanding and predictive methods developed through the research components of the project, described
above, were embodied within decision support tools in WP3. Under this work package, existing good practice
guidelines were identified and consolidated, together with the findings of this project, to produce refined good
practice guidelines. Relevant and existing risk assessment methods and tools were reviewed, and a gap analysis
undertaken. An integrated consequence assessment methodology was developed, with new knowledge generated
from WP1 and WP2 used to fill the gaps in current methodologies, and to permit the development of a risk
assessment methodology using integral consequence-modelling. Additionally, short-cut risk assessment
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methodologies were considered and adapted, or developed as required. Overall, this work package delivered a range
of decision support tools for use in the safe design and operation of CCS systems.
Lastly, and in order to promote uptake of the knowledge and technologies developed within the project,
demonstration of their usefulness was carried out by their application to a test case in WP3 [43]. By this means, the
usefulness of all the work performed, to the safe and commercial deployment of power generation technology based
on CCS has been demonstrated.
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